2020-01-14 DuraCloud Contributor Call

Call Details
- Time: 4:00pm Eastern Time (find your time here)
- Join Zoom meeting: https://lyrasis.zoom.us/j/9311694625
- 🌟 - Indicates who will be taking minutes

Attendees
- Bill Branan
- Heather Greer Klein 🌟
- Nicholas Woodward
- Courtney C. Mumma
- Danny Bernstein
- Andy Foster

Agenda
(If you have an agenda suggestion/addition, please leave a comment!)
- Call scheduling in 2020 (stick with Monthly? is this day/time still a good fit?)
- Release 6.1.0 (and 6.1.1)
- Updates - status and activity
  1. LYRASIS
  2. TDL
  3. CANARIE grant
     a. Update on the WestVault integration (Mohana)
- Development planning
  - Kanban board
  - List of priority issues
- Relevant conferences/events (updates or planning)
- Development activity, PRs and reviews

Resources
- JIRA
  - Backlog
  - Priority issues list
- DuraCloud documentation
  1. User documentation (wiki)
  2. Deployment documentation (github)

Minutes
- Releases: 6.1.0 and 6.1.1 releases have happened recently. Space deletion warning is great!
- Status updates:
  - LYRASIS is focused on other services, but will be looking at how to address critical and time sensitive issues. Heather is giving a webinar on Thursday: https://www.lyrasis.org/Content/Pages/Event-Details.aspx?Eid=33E3EA20-A70C-EA11-80FE-00155D73CF3B
  - TDL would be willing to help LYR with DspaceDirect moving to 6.3, there are outstanding pull requests. Working on Chronopolis bridge issues.
  - CANARIE grant: Working on a dev deployment. Working on infrastructure. Two DuraCloud nodes working well. Grant over at end of Feb, there will be a PR by then.
    * Mohana: Have decided to use LOCKSS differently, LOCKSS 1.0. Bridge is syncing snapshots with the on cloud that talks to the WestVault instance of LOCKSS. Had to add a zipping functionality as required by WestVault. Mostly taken from a method already in the bridge, modified to zip up recursively. Will probably need to live on a fork because it is tied to WestVault. Will not be relevant for LOCKSS 2.0, but need it to comply with the grant. Goal to have a production up by the end of the grant and that is on track. Need to move up swift cluster. Documentation underway and can be contributed. LYRASIS want to promote the tools once the grant is finished.
  - Development planning: Danny working on sync tool installer to work with latest MacOS. Requires 64 bit installer. Just needs some testing. Notified by AWS that RTMP is being eliminated. Will need to remove it from DuraCloud. Still have HLS streaming. Also looking at version 11 of JDK. Java 8 also at end of life. TDL will look at development priorities for their users.
  - Relevant conferences/events: Heather exhibiting at MARAC in April.
  - 2020 call schedule: call earlier in the day would be easier for everyone. 11 AM EST would work for everyone.
Actions